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Lithium wall conditioning has been found to enhance plasma performance for graphite walled

fusion devices such as TFTR, CDX-U, T-11M, TJ-II and NSTX. Among observed plasma

enhancements is a reduction in edge density and reduced deuterium recycling. The mechanism by

which lithiated graphite retains deuterium is largely unknown. Under controlled laboratory

conditions, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is used to observe the chemical changes that

occur on ATJ graphite after lithium deposition. The chemical state of lithiated graphite is found to

change upon deuterium irradiation indicating the formation Li-O-D, manifest at 532.96 0.6 eV.

Lithium-deuterium interactions are also manifest in the C 1s photoelectron energy range and show

Li-C-D interactions at 291.26 0.6 eV. Post-mortem NSTX tiles that have been exposed to air upon

extraction are cleaned and examined, revealing the chemical archaeology that formed during

NSTX operations. XPS spectra show strong correlation (6 0.3 eV) in Li-O-D and Li-O peaks from

post-mortem and control experiments, thus validating offline experiments. We report findings that

show that deuterium is found to interact with lithium after lithium has already reacted with carbon

and oxygen.VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3555097]

I. INTRODUCTION

Lithium as a plasma-facing surface has been investi-

gated in various fusion devices including TFTR, CDX-U,

FTU, T-11M and NSTX, as a means of enhancing plasma

performance. Specifically for NSTX, improvements include

a reduction of edge localized modes (ELMs) in H-mode plas-

mas1, and reduced recycling.2–4 Recycling occurs when wall

deuterium re-enters the plasma via reflection, desorption,

and hydrocarbon emission, among other possible channels.

Lithium coatings on graphite plasma facing components

(PFC) enhance deuterium retention and reduce recycling.

Lithium wall conditioning in NSTX has employed the use of

lithium pellet injection (LPI), addition of a lithium evapora-

tor (LiTER) to increase deposition rate, and two LiTERs5 for

greater vessel coverage and deposition. Each successive lith-

ium deposition method has resulted in increased improve-

ments in particle control and recycling. A liquid lithium

divertor (LLD) is the next step in NSTX lithium PFC

research and is expected to provide a “self healing” plasma

facing surface.3,6

Plasma-surface interactions are found to drastically

affect plasma performance within fusion devices. Therefore,

understanding fundamental plasma surface interactions is

essential to the development of plasma facing components

that will not hinder a sustained fusion reaction. Presently,

surface chemistry techniques, namely X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS), are used to interrogate graphite surfaces

before and after various surface modifications that occur in

lithium conditioned fusion devices.

Lithium is of interest throughout various disciplines due

to its use in lithium batteries7 and hydrogen storage,8 among

other varied uses.9 Consequently lithium surfaces have been

examined extensively, including pertinent studies of lithium-

graphite intercalation.10,11 Additionally, investigations regard-

ing the chemical state of lithiated graphite have been

conducted and show that lithated graphite readily forms lith-

ium carbonate when exposed to air.12 In more fusion relevant

studies lithium-deuterium interactions were examined and

results indicate that liquid lithium binds with energetic deute-

rium in the form of LiD.13 The mechanism by which lithiated

graphite retains deuterium remains largely unknown. Here, we

study the chemical interactions that occur when lithium is de-

posited on ATJ graphite, and more notably, we examine the

surface chemistry resultant of deuterium irradiation. Results

from our offline experiments are compared to XPS analysis of

NSTX post-mortem tiles.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Samples are made from 12.7 mm diameter, high-temper-

ature conductive, fine grain (.03 mm) ATJ graphite (Graf-

Tech, formerly Union Carbide – a provider for NSTX tiles).3

Samples are cut into 2–3 mm thicknesses. Sample surface is

polished to reduce morphology effects that can arise in sur-

face characterization. Morphology effects can include an

effective thinning of nominal lithium thickness and photo-

electron shadowing. All experimental work including sample

preparation, surface modification, and analysis is performed

in an Omicron surface analysis suite, located in the Birck

Nanotechnology Center at Purdue University.

The Omicron surface analysis facility employs a variety

of methods to analyze the surface chemistry and physical

properties of sample substrates. Characterization capabilities

include techniques such as quadrapole mass spectrometry

(QMS), thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS), X-ray pho-

toelectron spectroscopy (XPS), high-resolution electron

energy-loss spectroscopy (HR-EELS), and contains in situa)Electronic mail: ctaylor@purdue.edu.
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scanning electron microscopy (SEM). An Omicron EA 125

hemispherical energy analyzer is used for photoelectron

spectroscopy. In addition, the facility employs several meth-

ods for surface modification including evaporation sources,

ion guns, and x-ray sources.

Lithium is deposited using a custom-built lithium evapo-

ration and deposition system (LEDS). LEDS heats and evap-

orates lithium in a crucible-filament configuration. Lithium

is loaded under argon atmosphere into the crucible to avoid

oxidation. A nose cone is attached to LEDS to contain the

lithium evaporant and collimate the efflux to a �1 cm diame-

ter spot size. Deposition rate is monitored and calibrated

using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), prior to each

evaporation, in order to deposit a desired nominal dose. Dis-

parity between the desired nominal dose and the actual thick-

ness results from sample roughness. Microsurface features

increase sample surface area. For a given lithium dose, the

increase in surface area would result in a lithium layer that is

thinner than the desired nominal thickness. In addition, rapid

lithium intercalation into graphite causes the nominal lithium

dose to be effectively thinned with time. QCM measure-

ments for monitoring nominal deposition thickness have

been cross calibrated via cross sectional scanning electron

microscopy (XSEM), resulting in a 6.5% error when deposit-

ing a 2 lm film on silicon.

Current NSTX lithium conditioning is typically applied

between discharges for periods between 5–15 min at �20–

80 mg/min.2 Assuming that lithium coating reaches 25% of

NSTX’s 40 m2 interior surface area, a nominal lithium thick-

ness of �38–151 nm would result from a typical 10 min dep-

osition. Over the course of a campaign, over 100 g of lithium

is deposited, resulting in a deposition layer >20 lm. For

Purdue controlled experiments, the goal is to replicate mid-

cycle lithium conditions. For this reason, a nominal lithium

thickness of 2.06 0.13 lm (at a maximum deposition rate of

�25 Å/s) is typically used in offline experiments. A lithium

layer thicker or thinner than 2 lm is found to affect the

capacity of deuterium retention and is not the topic of this

work, but is discussed elsewhere.14

Lithiated graphite samples are exposed to a deuterium

ion flux of C � 7� 1013 cm�2s�1 at 500 eV/amu (1 keV for

Dþ
2 ) using an Omicron ISE-10 ion gun. NSTX ion tempera-

ture measurements are typically< 1.1 keV.2 Samples are

irradiated at room temperature (22 �C) for periods ranging

from 1 min (4.2� 1013 cm�2) to 5 hs (1.3� 1018 cm�2).

NSTX deuterium flux varies greatly depending on the mea-

surement location but in the lower divertor the particle flux

is on the order of 1018 s�1cm�2 (1022 s�1m�2).15 Ion angle

of incidence ranges from surface normal to 30� from normal

and no changes in surface chemistry are observed with vary-

ing angle. NSTX field lines vary throughout the torus and di-

vertor locations can have field angles of a few degrees.16

ATJ graphite substrates are characterized and analyzed

in their virgin state and after each surface modification (i.e.,

post lithiumization and deuterium irradiation) using X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Via the photoelectric

effect, incident x-rays eject inner core photoelectrons from

the sample surface which are then collected by an energy

selective hemispherical analyzer. Because elements and

chemical bonds have characteristic photoelectron binding

energies, XPS provides a valuable tool in qualitative analysis

for determining binding functionalities. The probing depth of

XPS is �10 nm and thus is within range of the implanted

deuterium ions. A nonmonochromatic Al Ka source (1486.6

eV) is used for the X-ray production. Analyzer resolution

(0.6 eV) and statistical standard error (SE) contribute to XPS

spectral error. The XPS spectra in this study have a SE of

less-than 0.02 eV and therefore error propagation is domi-

nated by analyzer resolution.

NSTX divertor tiles were removed from varying radial

and toroidal locations from within the vessel and were cored

into �1-cm diameter disks. NSTX post-mortem tiles are

exposed to air upon removal from NSTX and form a surface

passivation layer. Fortuitously, the passivation layer is found

to act as barrier that protects the archaeology of lithium

interactions that formed during plasma operations. In order

to uncover this history, a cleaning procedure of sputtering

and occasionally annealing is used. Sputter cleaning utilizes

1 keV Ar for �30 mins (C� 1013 cm�2s�1). For samples

extracted from the lower divertor private flux region (PFR),

it is found that sputtering cleaning alone will not fully

remove the passivated layer, which is manifest as a broad

disordered peak in the photoelectron spectrum, indicating a

possible amorphous structure (shown later in Fig. 6). Graph-

ite surfaces exposed to the high-density, low-temperature

deuterium plasma of the PFR typically transform into an

amorphous phase with high deuterium content and dangling

bonds on the surface that ultimately uptake large quantities

of oxygen and nitrogen when exposed to air.

Annealing of these samples repairs the sample surface

and restores the photoelectron spectrum to one with charac-

teristic standard spectral lines (e.g., C 1s). The cleaning pro-

cedure for passivated tiles is therefore prescribed as

sputtering followed by annealing. Samples removed from

the PFR, and cleaned after this procedure, unveil two peaks

characteristic of Li-O-D interactions, as will be shown here-

after. It will also be shown that the trends seen in offline

control samples are consistent with post-cleaned PFR tile

samples.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Lithium and deuterium effects on oxygen chemistry

Virgin ATJ graphite has primary peaks in the photoelec-

tron spectrum at 532.06 0.6 eV and 283.66 0.6 eV, corre-

sponding to O 1s and C 1s respectively. The O 1s peak is

Gaussian in appearance, an indication that the spectrum con-

sists of one primary bond (a thorough analysis of the C 1s

peaks is presented in the subsequent section). A typical XPS

spectrum for virgin ATJ graphite is shown in Fig. 1(a). As-

received NSTX post-mortem samples show oxygen bonds

that dominate the carbon bonds in the XPS spectrum, charac-

teristic of surface oxidation [Fig. 1(b)]. In addition, lithium

is observed at 56 eV.17

After depositing 2 lm lithium on virgin graphite a sec-

ond peak develops in the O 1s spectrum at 529.56 0.6 eV as

seen in Fig. 3. In the present study, this peak as well as all

others, will be referred to by the known chemical
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constituents (i.e., Li-O) as opposed to stoichiometric nota-

tion. Thus Li-O refers to a chemical functional group as

opposed to a known chemical bond that occurs when lithium

is deposited on graphite and is observed in the O 1s spec-

trum. However, Harilal et al. address the development of this

peak and attribute it to Li2O2 and also find that varying the

lithium dose does not affect the location of the peak, but

influences the peak intensity relative to the neighboring O

peak.12 In addition to the formation of a Li-O interaction, the

C-O peak (formerly located at �532 eV) shifts 0.5 eV to

lower binding energy (�531.5 eV). The cause of this shift

remains the subject of additional studies. Successive XPS

spectra of the O 1s energy range immediately following lith-

ium deposition show indications of a highly dynamic system.

This behavior is observed in Fig. 2 as the Li-O peak intensity

decreases relative to O as time progresses. Over a >37 min

period, the presence of Li-O diminishes, an indication of lith-

ium intercalation into the graphite.10 In addition, over the

same temporal scale the binding energy for O-C shifts from

its prompt lithium deposition location (531.6 eV) back to

�532 eV. This is an indication that lithium may interact by

more than one mechanism and form weak bonds that disas-

sociate with time in addition to stronger bonds that remain

intact for long periods of time (i.e., Li2O2). A ratio of Li-O

and O-C integrated peaks is shown in Fig. 3(a). An outlying

data point is found at 483 sec and will be investigated further

in future studies. Because the 1 lm lithium dose exceeds the

probing depth for XPS (<10 nm), the ratio trend appears to

be constant for the first �1250 sec. At times >1250 sec, it is

apparent that Li-O interactions decrease relative to O-C

bonds, thus causing the ratio to decrease. Comparing the

maximum and minimum ratios indicates that over 2415 sec,

the Li-O/O-C peak ratio varies 14%. Additional experiments

have shown that this trend continues for days. For larger lith-

ium doses (i.e., 5 lm), this trend is less prominent, and in

contrast the slope of the Li-O/O-C ratio is positive instead of

negative as in the 1 lm case (Fig. 3b). The ratio increases as

a result of either a decrease in surface O-C or an increase in

surface Li-O. Following lithium deposition no mechanism is

present that would decrease surface O-C, therefore an

increase in surface Li-O must stimulate the increasing Li-O/

O-C ratio. Lithium is known to form strong bonds with oxy-

gen and act as an oxygen getter.18 The increase in Li-O on

this time scale is an indication that available lithium is get-

tering oxygen.

After lithium conditioning, the samples are irradiated with

deuterium at a flux of 7� 1013 cm�2s�1 for 30 mins, achieving

a fluence of 9� 1016 cm�2. The Li-O peak shifts 0.5 eV to

530.06 0.6 eV, but the CO peak formerly located at 532 eV is

replaced with a new peak located at 532.96 0.6 eV, as seen in

Fig. 4(a) (labeled ‘D2: 30m’). Figure 4(d) shows a separate

study in which ATJ graphite was irradiated with a comparable

fluence of �6� 1016 cm�2, but with no prior lithium condi-

tioning. In this case deuterium irradiation did not result in the

formation of a peak at 532.9 eV. Because this peak is observed

only after irradiating lithiated graphite, the peak can be attrib-

uted to a Li-O-D interaction. Consecutive and continuous spec-

tra taken after deuterium irradiation reveal a system that

FIG. 1. XPS wide energy range scan showing the prominent photoelectron

peaks for (a) virgin ATJ graphite sample, and (b) NSTX post-mortem tile.

Primary peaks correspond to the O 1s and C 1s energies.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Fifteen consecutive and continuous XPS scans taken

(with sample remaining in the analysis chamber at �1� 10�9 Torr) immedi-

ately after lithium deposition show changes in relative peak intensity as well

as binding energy for O-C.
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is much more stable than lithiated graphite. Over a period of

>37 min, the O-C binding energy shifted only 0.17 eV,

whereas after lithium deposition it shifted 0.5 eV. Likewise, the

maximum to minimum Li-O-D/O-C ratio varies 4% as opposed

to a variation of 14% for Li-O/O-C.

B. Lithium and deuterium effects on carbon chemistry

The prominent C 1s peak for virgin ATJ graphite, shown

in Fig. 4(b), is located at 283.76 0.6 eV and corresponds to

graphitic bonds. A broad shoulder in XPS spectra indicates

that other smaller peaks are convoluted within the larger

peak. CO (285.3 eV) is found to contribute to the broad C 1s

peak in Fig. 4(b).19 A small peak at 290.26 0.6 eV is also

present and corresponds to carbonate bonds. For virgin

graphite, integrating the XPS spectrum for these three

regions indicates that graphitic bonds account for 77.7% of

C 1s photoelectron spectrum, CO bonds account for 14.0%,

and carbonate bonds account for 3.7%. The unaccounted per-

centage can be attributed to background signal. After lithium

deposition [see Fig. 4(b), ‘Li: 2 lm’], the graphitic peak is

suppressed, but few other changes are observed. Deuterium

irradiation (fluence of �9� 1016 cm�2) results in the devel-

opment of a new peak at 291.26 0.6 eV [Fig. 4(b) labeled

‘D2: 30’]. Control experiments, shown in Fig. 4(e), show

that irradiating virgin graphite without prior lithium condi-

tioning does not result in the formation of this peak. Because

the peak at 291.2 eV forms only when irradiating a lithiated
sample, it is concluded that is a result of a Li-C-D

interaction.

The Li 1s spectra are observed in Fig. 2(c). The photoelec-

tron spectrum for lithium is less telling than oxygen and carbon

simply because lithium has fewer electrons and therefore can pro-

duce fewer photoelectrons. Li 1s is positioned at 55.46 0.6 eV

and deuterium irradiation is found to cause a shift to 56.2 eV. For

pure lithium, the Li 1s peak is at 55.7 eV6 0.4 eV.

C. Postmortem NSTX tile core samples

Four FY08 NSTX post-mortem tiles were removed and

analyzed at Purdue University. Tiles were removed from the

lower inner divertor, lower center stack, and upper passive

plate near LiTER. NSTX tile A408-002 (Fig. 5) was

removed from the lower divertor and its analysis is of inter-

est due to the high lithium concentration that is deposited on

the lower divertor. Samples were cored from the tile in a ra-

dial direction as represented in Fig. 5 (core sample number is

appended to tile name; i.e., NSTX tile A408-002-5 corre-

sponds to core sample 5).

XPS spectra of as-received tile core samples are not

identical in each of the radial locations. Instead, XPS spectra

taken from inboard locations (for example core samples 4

and 5) approach the private flux region (PFR) and exhibit

more broad unordered peaks whereas samples cored from

outboard locations and outside the PFR (core samples 1 and

2) have consistent, narrow peaks that are typical for XPS.

Radial XPS comparisons show that the full width half max

(FWHM) decreases for tile cores farther away from the PFR.

The exact cause of these differences is unknown but is sus-

pected, in part, to be an artifact of surface amorphization in

addition to surface passivation and contamination upon air

exposure.

The as received tile surface exhibits broad, unordered

XPS peaks in O 1s, C 1s, and Li 1s energy ranges as shown

in Fig. 6. The result of the previously outlined tile cleaning

procedure commences with Ar sputtering followed by

annealing. Results of sputtering are shown under the label

‘Ar: 3h’ and appear to morph the broad, unordered peaks and

do not reveal spectra characteristic of lithiated graphite.

Annealing the sample transforms the surface and yields

peaks characteristic of XPS and in particular, lithiated graph-

ite. Remarkably, the resulting spectrum has peak energies

nearly identical to those observed in the laboratory experi-

ments described above. For ease of comparison, post irradi-

tion laboratory experimental spectra have been plotted inline

with the spectra collected from NSTX tile A408-002-5. Peak

positions vary by as much as 1.0 eV (for prominent peak in C

1s energy range), however in the O 1s energy range variations

are within 60.3 eV. In addition, the binding energy for each

FIG. 3. (Color online) Ratio of integrated peak areas Li-O and O-C (com-

puted as Li-O/O-C) for (a) a 1 lm dose of lithium, and (b) a 5 lm dose of

lithium. Curve fits are to guide the eye and in (a) represent a dose-response

decay, and in (b) a linear fit was used. Decreasing trend is an indication of

intercalation and that Li-O is decreasing relative to O-C, whereas an increas-

ing trend indicates oxygen gettering.
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functionality (Li-O, Li-C-D, etc.) is slightly lower for NSTX

samples. Typically this would indicate a charging effect, how-

ever in this case it is unlikely as the shift is not uniform for all

spectra. Instead, slight differences could be an artifact of pro-

longed air exposure and surface passivation, or possible disas-

sociation of weak bonds. Regardless, the correlation between

NSTX tile samples and laboratory experiments is a clear indi-

cation of similar surface chemistry. These same functional-

ities are observed in other tiles located throughout NSTX,

provided that tile locations have sufficient lithium coverage,

and detail of their analysis will be the subject of future work.

Because these peaks are observed in both laboratory experi-

ments as well as post-mortem tiles, it can be inferred that lith-

ium is responsible for deuterium retention, in the presence of

oxygen and carbon. Furthermore, lithium will bind with oxy-

gen and carbon whenever present, forming weak and strong

interactions, and prevent the formation of simpler LiD bonds.

D. Implications of surface chemistry on deuterium
recycling

The results discussed presently form a link showing that

laboratory experiments can expound on, to some level, the

behavior of fusion devices. Although the NSTX fusion envi-

ronment invariably introduces many parameters that affect

plasma material interactions, controlled laboratory experi-

ments can represent the surface chemistry observed in post-

mortem tiles. Since several parameters (graphite substrate,

lithium conditioning, and deuterium irradiation) are found to

be primary contributors to surface chemistry in experiments,

these studies can therefore be extended to include computa-

tional modeling.

In NSTX, deuterium retention reduces recycling and

improves plasma performance. As energetic deuterium is

introduced to a lithiated graphite sample, Li-O-D and Li-C-D

complexes form. Similar interactions are present for post-mor-

tem samples. It can therefore be deduced that Li-O-D and

Li-C-D interactions govern deuterium retention and therefore

FIG. 4. (Color online) XPS spectra showing chemical interactions for two ATJ graphite substrates with lithium (top figures) and without lithium (bottom figures).

Photoelectron spectra energy regions for (a) O 1s, (b) C 1s, and (c) Li 1s, for graphite sample with 2 lm lithium deposited and exposed to a deuterium fluence

of 9� 1016 cm�2. (d), (e), and (f) have no lithium deposition and a deuterium fluence of 6� 1016 cm�2. In the figure “D2” means irradiation with low-energy

Dþ
2 ions at 500 eV/amu and “30m” means thirty minutes irradiation.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Photograph of the NSTX tile from which core sam-

ples were analyzed. Data represented in Fig. 6 were obtined from tile A408-

002 at the locations approximated by point 5. Tile was removed from NSTX

lower divertor.
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reduce recycling for graphite fusion devices that employ

lithium wall conditioning.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Surface characterization and analyses have been per-

formed for ATJ graphite samples under controlled conditions

as well as NSTX post-mortem tiles. X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy assists in identifying key chemical interactions

that are associated with deuterium retention. Deuterium is

found to induce Li-O-D and Li-C-D interactions/bonds with

lithium in the presence of oxygen and carbon. Control

experiments show that lithiated graphite has two prominent

chemical interactions in the O 1s photoelectron energy range

at 532.06 0.6 eV and 529.56 06 eV corresponding to O-C

and Li-O. Deuterium irradiation results in the formation of

an additional O 1s peak located at 532.96 0.6 eV and is

attributed to Li-O-D. Similarly, deuterium irradiation results

in the formation of a peak in the C 1s photoelectron energy

range at 291.26 0.6 eV, indicative of Li-C-D interactions.

Ar sputtering and annealing is found to clean and repair the

passivated and amorphous surface found in postmortem tiles

taken from the NSTX lower divertor private flux region. The

resultant post-mortem XPS spectra correlate directly (60.3 eV)

to the XPS peaks found in control laboratory experiments. XPS

also indicates that lithium will always bind with oxygen and

carbon, when present, and incoming deuterium will then inter-

act with existing Li-O and Li-C structures.
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